SCHEDULE A DEMO TODAY !
Email info@tributementorship.com
or visit www.tributementorship.com

ABOUT TRIBUTE

Building Better Leaders
Tribute is a modern mentorship app that radically redefines and improves
mentorship for your company—and your employees.
Simple to use and easy to launch, Tribute harnesses the transformative power
of personal stories and Shared Life Experiences™ to unlock the leadership
potential in every employee to mentor and be mentored by others.
Built for the modern workforce, Tribute is a mobile-first app with a web-based
analytics dashboard that manages your mentorship program for you. Saving
you time and money and freeing you from the setup and maintenance hassles
of most mentorship programs. Tribute also helps you showcase and track
diversity and inclusion initiatives by measuring employee engagement,
retention and satisfaction.
Better for you, better for your employees, Tribute is redefining mentorship.

THE TRIBUTE DIFFERENCE

Shared Life Experiences™:
personal stories that create
connection.
Stories inspire us to connect and act. That’s why Tribute uses the
transformative power of personal stories and Shared Life
Experiences™ to create authentic connections, lasting relationships
and professional growth, for both mentor and mentee.
In contrast, traditional mentorship programs are often based on
little more than job titles and corporate credentials. The result can
often be impersonal programs that don’t meet participants needs,
generate little enthusiasm and have high dropout rates.
When we share our life stories and experiences we create
understanding and community that can lead to a more inclusive
workplace. We’re more open to diverse perspectives and create
teams that reflect the world around us. Tribute helps professionals
develop their leadership capacity by using their personal story and
experiences to inspire and empower others and build better
mentorship outcomes.
Tribute is redefining mentorship. Join us?

IDEAL USE CASES
•

Onboarding new employees

•

Identifying high potential employees

•

Connecting employees in a specific
department or function

•

Accelerating diversity and inclusion
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HOW IT WORKS

Tribute Is Simple
We connect your employees in a simple-to-use
enterprise mobile app that you can easily roll out to
your workforce with zero to light-touch IT.
Connect Your Workforce
Extend your reach beyond your corporate
headquarters to connect your workforce through a
flexible, on-demand app. Tribute offers something for
everyone, f rom informal community networks to
one-on-one mentorship.
Simplify Your Process

See The Impact

Delivered through a mobile-app, Tribute is easy to
deploy and saves time and money by automating the
manual work of assigning mentors and mentees.
Tribute manages mentorship engagements
end-to-end, so you and your employees don’t have to.

Show return on investment (ROI) for your company
sponsored mentorship program, while accelerating
diversity and inclusion initiatives by measuring
employee engagement, retention and satisfaction.
Tribute provides the information you need at your
fingertips to demonstrate results.

Product Tiers

Description

Designed for
organizations
looking to:

Sponsor

Moderator

Manager

Sponsor a mentorship
program for a specific
department.

Facilitate a mentorship
program for a
department or
company wide.

Fully manage a
mentorship program
company wide.

Enterprise Mobile App
1:1 Mentorship

Discover and connect with a mentor for a
30-day engagement.

X

X

X

Community
Networks

Create or join public, private and or
company networks. Great for employee
resource groups.

X

X

X

Tribute Dashboard
& Insights

See employee engagement statistics,
measure diversity and inclusion
advancement, workplace retention and
satisfaction.

X

X

X

Tribute Mentor
Manager

Create in-app surveys, notifications, and
contests. Establish cohorts or suggest
mentors to individuals.

X

X

Incident Reporting
System Integration

Easily integrate into your company-wide
incident reporting system to migrate risk.

Administration

Contact us for Pricing.

X

